Rules for composition of scientific-research works to be presented to the XV
Republican Scientific Conference of PhD students and young researchers
1. General provisions
1.1. Republican Scientific Conference of PhD students and young researchers (hereinafter –
conference) is holding by the Ministry of Education in order to attract youth to the scientific work and
organize the discussion of their works.
1.2. The conference has the following directions:
- Natural sciences (mathematics, physics, mechanics, chemistry, biology, ecology, earth
sciences)
- Technical sciences (technical equipments and technologies, computer techniques,
electronics, automation, engineering industry, transport);
- Social-humanitarian sciences and economics (sociology, political science, history, linguistics,
philology, psychology, pedagogy, economics).
1.3. The Organizing Committee is established to hold the conference. It is guided by the
rectors of universities and authoritative scientists.
2. Conference participants:
2.1. PhD students, candidates for Research degree, including foreign researchers under the
age of 35 studied at universities of the country could take part in the conference regardless the legal
and organizational forms;
2.2. Conference participants are being sent by the universities. Each candidate allowed to
submit only one work.
2.3. Participants should fill in the application form and attach it to the lecture writing on three
pages.
2.4. Participants are selected by the Organizing Committee.
3. Lecture requirements:
3.1. Lecture presented to the conference should reflect the actuality of the problem, results of
research implementing by the author and proposals on the use (application) of obtained results. The
priority in the chosen process will be given to authors that have the creative potential and
substantiated new ideas.
3.2. Lecture presented to the conference should satisfy the following requirements:
- Lecture should be written in Azeri or Russian languages, and presented to the Organizing
Committee in two copies (including electronic version).

- Text should be typed in the Microsoft Word for Windows edition and printed using Times
New Roman (Az..Latın, font size – 14, interval– 1, 5), as well as printed on A4 white format paper
(210x297 mm);
- Lecture text should be no longer than three pages.
- At the beginning of the text should be writing systematically name of the lecture, name,
surnames, and patronymic of PhD student, and name of the university.
The scientific literature and sources used in the lecture must be mentioned. References and
sources are written in the following order:
1. The list of literature is written at the end of the text in alphabetical order.
2. References should be giving in the language that it’s published.
3. List of literature is giving based on AAK demands.
Books – author, publication name, place of publication and year.
For example: M. Mardanov. Sustainable development and education
Baku, Chashioglu, 2007
Newspapers, magazines and journals articles: Author, name of article, edition where it was
published, publication number, date and pages.
For example: Mardanov M. J. Azerbaijani education, gaze to the near future, to present and
future, newspaper “Azerbaijan muallimi”, 2 July, 2010, No.25 (8389), pages 1-3.
1. The number and page of references used in the lecture are written inside the text.
For example: (3, page 116).
At the end of the lecture should be given the summary in two languages (articles written in
Azeri language in English and Russian, articles written in Russian language in Azeri and English
languages).
The testimonial of two experts having scientific degree in the appropriate area and extract
from the minutes of meeting held in the department of relevant scientific institutions should be
attached to the lectures.
3.5. The works that do not respond to the requirements could be rejected by the Organizing
Committee. In that situation works will not return.
4. Holding a Conference
4.1. Conference is holding according to the sectors. The sectors guided by the chairman and
co-chairmen appointed by the Ministry of Education.
4.2. Researchers presented their lectures in the relevant sectors. Lecture lasting 10 minutes.
After it’s completed the author have the opportunity to answer to the questions and defend results.
4.3. Speakers allowed to use visual aids, pictures and schemes.
4.4. The lecture of the speakers is being assessed and recorded by the chairman and cochairmen.
Source: http://edu.gov.az/en/page/278

